A. Underline the correct structure.

1. 23'd April is celebrated / celebrates as Children's festival in Turkey.
2. Many countries are held / hold different activities during the feasts.
3. Japanese girls are worn / wear their national costume, Kimono.
4. Pigeons were used / used to send messages.
5. English language is spoken / speaks all around the world.

B. Rewrite the following sentences with passive voice.

1. Jonathan's cousin covered the walls with flowers.
2. Trevor's mother prepared a candy tray for the guests.
3. Chris Isaac gave a fantastic concert in Miami.
4. Many foreign people prefer traditional Turkish cuisine.
5. My mother cooked a vegetarian dish for my best friend.

C. Fill in the blanks using "so / neither / nor".

1. The groom seemed to be happy and ______________________ the bride.
2. Tom and Ted bought new costumes for the Halloween and _______________ Allan and Tim.
3. Gina hasn't been feeling well for a week and ____________________ her husband.
4. Technology makes our lives better and ________________ the innovations.
5. Lia wasn't really hungry but she didn't avoid eating too much and _____________ her boy friend.
6. Some British people don't like modern cars and ______________ some Americans.
7. Albert Einstein wasn't successful at school and _______________ Graham Beli.